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Instagram- @wonderviewer

I am a freelance photographer 

based in Mumbai, India. I am 

in love with the process of 

freezing a moment through my 

camera. Wildlife and 

Documentary photography is 
my favorite.

I am a self-taught 

photographer learned from my 
curiosity and practice.

I hold a Master's degree in 

Botany and currently working 

as a Research scholar and 
freelance photographer.

https://www.manirdhabak.com/


Photography is capturing 

moments, that last forever



DOCUMENTARY

In a winter village fair in West Bengal, curious 

people gather to see this miracle kid

Chunnu and Munnu, a conjoint twin. 



Baunsa rani is a old Indian art form, where girls walks on 

the tightrope barefoot.



In a rural village of West Bengal, India, a farmer 

spreading fertilizer to his paddy field.

Early morning fishing in a Village pond



A fisherman in Sasson dock, Mumbai, passing  a basket 

full of fish.

Children of a fishing community carrying fish 



A crow robbing a fish from a basket

A woman of koli tribe drying fish 



A Dhobi ( Washerman) in Asia’s largest Open laundry, 

Dhobi Ghat  

A man taking afternoon nap 

in the gully of Dhobi Ghat
A dhobi man drying clothes



STREET PHOTOGRAPHY

A Bahurupi artist in Kolkata dressed as goddess,  

collecting money for festival.



A curious child in Jodhpur looking around market

A man carrying flower garland at Mallick bazar flower 

market



Milkman feeding donkey’s milk to a child, it is believed that it will 

bring good health .



A children in a slum near Mumbai airport, playfully trying to catch a 

passing plane

Some children playing in village with 

wooden Car



LANDSCAPE

A women walking in a village field.

A herder bringing home his livestock at a village 

in  West Bengal



Boatmen stationed their boat near the bank of 

Ganga river

A lone boatman on Ganga river



PORTRAITS

A Sikh man in his traditional 

Punjabi attire.

A Rajasthani nomadic women 

in traditional dress.



A local boy in Mumbai during 

Holi

A joyful Canadian man who 

came to visit india during Holi.



Two brother  with different 

personality.

Friends with their soccer ball 

from koli tribe in Mumbai



A street children in Mumbai happy with his 

Smartphone

A village girls is rather happy with her pet



A child at Mumbai Haji Ali Dargah

A child in village of West Bengal;



WILDLIFE

A male  mudskipper jumping to impress the 

female mudskipper

A dung beetle with its dungball



Bristly Smithia, a beautiful annual herb

Large flowered Habenaria, a terrestrial orchid.



Desert Hyacinth, a 

holoparasitic plant

Lantern flower



MACRO

An ant trapped inside a Nymphaea flower 
nector.

Macro view of Mexican Butterfly Weed 



Dipterian flies coming out from a Aristolochia
flower

A parasitic fig Wasp laying egg in fig



FASHION

Fashion Photoshoot at  
Mehrangaah fort, Rajasthan



Behind the scene shoot


